
When you hear “omnibus,” you probably think of a standard survey of

3 to 5 simple questions fielded broadly among the U.S. general

population. Let’s face it – traditional online omnibus surveys hold

value, but in today’s ever-evolving world, marketing, PR, and media

teams require more flexibility and speed than they can offer. That is

why Directions developed Xcelerant.

Here are the TOP 10 ways Xcelerant online omnibus surveys are

breaking down barriers:

We have extensive quality checks to ensure the 

answers you get are from real respondents.

Performed in real-time, our standard process confirms and 

verifies responses are reliable. We check for logical 

responses, response patterns, open-end response quality 

and trap questions. Even more – we do advanced digital 

device fingerprinting.

We deliver powerful insight through interactive, 

user friendly, highly visual data tables and 

dashboards. Forget about static data. Xcelerant’s

interactive data tables and dashboards put the power in 

your hands.  With our interactive data tables, you can 

manipulate over 50 standard demographic groups and 

custom banners, toggle between proportions/counts, 

and quickly spot significant differences with color 

shading. With our intuitive drag and drop dashboards, 

you can create custom charts and easily export them 

into slide decks.

We have a “do it with me” approach - not “do it 

yourself.” You don’t just send questions and they get 

fielded. Our research experts provide recommendations, 

feedback, and support to ensure your questions align with 

your desired goals, outcomes and headlines. 

We deliver results in as little as 24 hours. Get the 

answers to your burning questions, whether for quick 

innovation and testing or the need to conduct an opinion 

poll on the latest news. Our most popular Xcelerant 

survey fields multiple times per week and interviews a 

nationally representative sample of 1,000 U.S. adults 18+.

We can screen for your ideal, qualified respondent. 

Looking to interview a specific subset of the general 

public? With Xcelerant, you can screen respondents in 

order to interview your target audience and field your 

survey in multiple waves to build base sizes. 

We allow any number of questions with any 

number of answer choices. Whether you need to 

ask open ends, multi-selects, grids, rankings, rating 

scales or number ranges - Xcelerant offers many 

ways to get you the answers you need for any (simple 

or complicated) question. Need to test images or 

videos? We can do that too. 

We fit into all research budgets. Xcelerant offers 

low per question unit pricing. And you still get the 

highest quality service, sample, and deliverables.

We make tracking work easy. Field weekly, 

monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, or annually, or 

simply dip into the market for a quick read as often 

as you need. Best of all, your tracking data is 

combined after each wave in our interactive 

dashboards and data table deliverables, making it 

easy to analyze, track, and spot trends.

We field Global Xcelerant surveys daily. 

Available in 30+ countries with sample sizes of 500 

or 1,000 per country, we handle questionnaire 

translations and localizations for you.

We offer a Custom Xcelerant solution. Don’t think 

your survey fits the mold for an online omnibus? 

With Custom Xcelerant, we help clients field one-off 

or repeatable surveys with hard to reach audiences, 

large sample sizes and/or long questionnaires to get 

the answers they need.
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